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Our Salt Lake yard has 
approximately 5 acres of 
secure space for indoor 
and outdoor storage.
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Grateful for our skilled team
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With the gorgeous Hawai-
ian coastline as a backdrop, 
our wind team and 900 ton 
Liebherr had the opportu-
nity to complete mainte-
nance work on a wind farm 
in Maui.   The Mountain crew 
was brought in to complete 
a swap out for a failed main 
bearing.  Our LTM 1750 was 
used to accommodate the 
steep terrain and multiple 
requirements for quick as-

sembly and disassembly.  
After removing the rotor, 
the generator was brought 
down, transported by our 6 
lines of Goldhofer and M1070 
tugger, then picked up again 
by our 900 ton and carefully 
rebuild within an enclosed 
tent.  Once complete it was 
picked up again, transported 
and set back on the 80 meter 
turbine.  

“Your team has done an exceptional job with extreme circumstances that would normally prove difficult for some... 
Your team along with their experience, skill and knowledge has made the challenge smooth and efficient... We 
hope to continue this relationship for many years to come.”  -Paula P. Gushiken  Owner, Diversified Crane

WIND MAINTENANCE
ON THE ISLAND
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Aloha!

Generator was carefully rebuild within the 
enclosed tent.

DIVERSIFIED CRANE

Utilizing Our Updated 
Liebherr 1750

Roughin’ it 
in maui

Our Partner:

Lb Generator Miles Crane 
Traveled to Job

With high wind almost daily, 
nearly all maintenance work 
was done at night to ensure 
safety.  This left our team 
with some spare time in the 
day to explore the beautiful 
island of Maui.  After appro-
priate covid travel testing, 
they had the great opportuni-
ty to learn more of the island 
and appreciate the history of 
it.  Much to our surprise, none 
of them complained :) 
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MAKING THE PLEDGE FOR SAFETY.  
The team joined together to be taught 
by motivational speaker Chad Hymas & 
identify what drives them to be safe.
#SAFETYSTRONG

“What is Your Why?” 

Using our 350 ton as the main crane and our 115 
ton as the tail crane, our team hoisted 6 silos for 
a dairy plant expansion.   Proper engineering and 
caution were critical as the tanks had to be placed 
in extremely tight spaces and fished through steel 
beams.   Our crew executed each pick with safety 
and professionalism while enduring the extreme 
cold!  Great job!   
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Got Milk? 
Updating A Milk Plant
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Click to Win!
March Contest

The core of Mountain is a top notch crew who is committed to SAFETY and executing every 
job with professionalism and precision. We are proud to be Mountain strong.

www.yourbusiness.com

Telephone:  97 567 87 87 55
Fax: 97 567 87 87 57
E-mail: office@yourbusiness.com

Headquarter: Agnisqu, Obistium iniat 34,  7895 Ficienihit,  Phone: 97 567 87 87 57, E-mail: office@yourbusiness.com
Untur, odit hariti beat ides sum ex eaquis consequia doluptam dio. Nequasseque volorio con re sapictia eseque. Onseque iniet earum a plia cullupit rest, in 
remquianda coribus ellacid elitae volorro. Lit quasdus, iur, ut experitis duciis dolupta nis et expliqui cup.

Anda venihic tem. Nequati atium si dolorio.
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